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ABSTRACT

1

As the complexity of modern networks increases, virtualization
techniques, such as software-defined networking (SDN) and network function virtualization (NFV), get highlighted to achieve various network management and operating requirements. However,
those virtualization techniques (specifically, NFV) have a critical
issue that the performance of virtualized network functions (VNFs)
is easily affected by diverse environmental factors (e.g., various
workloads, resource contentions among VNFs), so resulting in unexpected performance degradations - performance uncertainty. Unfortunately, existing approaches mostly provide limited information
about a single VNF or the underlying infrastructure (e.g., Xen, KVM),
which is deficient in reasoning why the performance uncertainties
occur. For such reasons, we first deeply investigate the behaviors
of multiple VNFs along service chains in NFV environments, and
define a set of critical performance features for each layer in the
NFV hierarchical stack. Based on our investigations and findings,
we introduce an automated analysis system, Probius, providing
the comprehensive view of VNFs and their service chains on the
basis of NFV architectural characteristics. Probius collects most
possible NFV performance related features efficiently, analyzes the
behaviors of NFV, and finally detects abnormal behaviors of NFV
- possible reasons of performance uncertainties. To show the effectiveness of Probius, we have deployed 7 open-source VNFs and
found 5 interesting performance issues caused by environmental
factors.

Modern enterprise networks are now in transforming into a new
era of virtualization. By adopting new virtualization techniques,
such as software-defined networking (SDN) and network function
virtualization (NFV), enterprise networks are able to reduce their
operational/management costs and complexities [55]. For example, CoMb has introduced software-defined middleboxes to replace
existing hardware middleboxes [56] and we can also find real commercial products relying on these virtualization techniques [22].
However, as with great power comes great responsibilities, these
techniques raise another critical side issue of performance uncertainty, meaning unexpected performance degradation or variation
of NFV. Since those virtualization techniques are mostly operated
with software functions (instead of hardware logics), it is hard to say
their expected performance (compared with hardware dedicated
ones). There are many variables, such as co-locating applications,
OS scheduling methods, and I/O bottlenecks, causing performance
variations and they make us hard to predict average, minimum, and
maximum performance of an NFV system.
While this performance uncertainty is a known problem, most
existing works have not touched this problem clearly. Most recent
NFV related works have focused on its performance issue, technically improving the performance of NFV. They are trying to reduce
network I/O overheads of NFV by employing high-performance
packet I/O engines [30, 33, 45, 49–51], or to eliminate inter-VM communication overheads by introduced user-space packet processing
stacks (e.g., E2 [46], NetVM [32, 61]). Indeed, those pioneering
works are really helpful in letting people adopt NFV in real world
environments. However, those works are still not able to solve the
problem of performance uncertainty. They do NOT reveal where
is the major bottleneck point of an NFV system, and they do NOT
show why this performance uncertainty happens.
We may be able to employ the knowledge from other domains
(e.g., system profiling) to solve this issue, and we notice that some
early stage works have been proposed [39, 43, 52]. For example,
VBaaS [52] focuses on the variations of vCPU usages and throughputs in VNFs to understand the behaviors of VNFs, and NFVPerf [43]
presents the throughput and delay differences between inter-VNF
communication paths to understand service chains across VNFs. In
addition, there are some more systematic methods to profile virtualized environments [6, 31, 44]. Unfortunately, their outcomes are
still uncertain and do not explain why a performance degradation
happens although they may point out some conspicuous locations.
Since VNFs are highly dependent on network workloads, the profile
results could be different according to constantly changing workloads, and this situation is much worse, if VNFs are distributed,
causing service chains. Moreover, the overall performance of VNFs
could be significantly degraded due to the profiling overheads. In
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sum, current analysis approaches are insufficient to thoroughly address the root causes of performance issues in NFV environments.
To understand the performance uncertainty of NFV (i.e., why and
where it happens), we introduce a comprehensive and systematic
NFV profiling approach. We first investigate the behaviors of VNFs
based on the correlations with a hypervisor and other VNFs in a service chain, giving insight into the analysis methodology suitable for
NFV environments. With the knowledge of NFV environments, we
define performance features required to analyze each layer in the
NFV architecture. Then, we design Probius, a novel analytic system
that automatically collects the features for VNFs from each layer
in the NFV hierarchical stack and analyzes performance problems
through performance anomaly detection and graph-based behavior analysis. For the automated analysis of various service chains,
Probius generates all possible service chains with the given VNFs
and automatically builds up the VNFs of each service chain in NFV
environments with different resource constraints and workloads.
The analysis part of Probius is conducted with three major steps:
feature collection, performance anomaly detection, and behavior analysis. First, Probius extracts performance features from the entire
NFV architecture (i.e., VMs containing VNFs, a virtual switch, a hypervisor, and even the underlying hardware). In addition, it draws
the state transition graphs of VNFs to figure out the internal workflow of VNFs. Second, it sorts out service chains that may have
some performance issues. For this, it employs regression analysis
techniques to evaluate the influence of each service chain in all
possible service chains. Lastly, it analyzes the behaviors of VNFs
based on the criteria of our workflow classification. To point out
the specific reasons of performance problems, it separates the state
transitions of VNFs according to our criteria and figures out the
most reliable reasons of the performance issues through the portion variations of each VNF. To show the effectiveness of Probius,
we have deployed 7 open-source VNFs in our NFV environment
with the KVM hypervisor. By analyzing those VNFs under various
conditions, we have discovered 5 interesting performance issues
caused by the environmental factors.
Our contributions are summarized as follows.
• We analyze the architectural characteristics of NFV environments based on the behaviors of VNFs along service chains
and define performance features suitable for NFV environments.
• We develop Probius that automatically analyzes VNFs in
various service chains and reasons out performance issues
on the basis of the NFV architectural characteristics without
human intervention.
• We provide the rigorous analysis results with 7 open-source
VNFs and discuss possible performance issues according to
how to deploy VNFs and how to make a service chain.
• We release the source code of Probius as an open-source
project to let network operators analyze their NFV environments themselves.

2

BACKGROUND AND MOTIVATION

Here, we briefly present a basic NFV architecture and discuss its
potential performance bottleneck points. Then, we introduce two
example scenarios presenting performance uncertainty of NFV.
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Figure 1: NFV architecture with major bottleneck points

2.1

NFV Architecture and Bottleneck Points

As shown in Figure 1, network function virtualization (NFV) is
basically composed of four layers: virtualized network function
(VNF), virtual switch, hypervisor, and hardware layers. Here, we
describe the functionality and potential bottleneck points of each
layer (from bottom to top).
Hardware layer: This layer basically provides hardware resources (e.g., CPU and memory) to NFV, and each hardware resource will affect the performance of NFV. Especially, according to
the computing power and the number of CPUs, the packet processing performance would vary, resulting in the changes in the baseline
performance of VNFs. Network interface cards (NICs) are also critical in terms of performance since they determine the maximum
throughputs (e.g., 1Gbps, 10Gbps) of NFV environments. Besides
them, disk performance can affect the overall throughputs as well.
In the hardware layer, most performance bottlenecks happen
when system resource usages are reached at the hardware limitations. For example, when all CPU resources are exhausted, performance degradations can obviously arise. In the case of NICs,
the buffer overflow or inefficient queue utilization can result in
low performance. The disk I/O performance can incur longer I/O
waiting time, unnecessarily making VNFs idle.
Hypervisor layer: Hypervisors (e.g., Xen [23] and KVM [34])
are used to virtualize the physical resources in the underlying hardware. Thus, when VNFs trigger I/O operations, hypervisors handle
those operations instead of the VNFs since the target devices in the
operations are also virtualized. To enhance the I/O performance
of VNFs, in the case of KVM, it applies para-virtualized drivers
(i.e., VirtIO [54]) that provide the fast and efficient I/O between
VNFs and devices. Recently, by adopting the vhost-based networking model [37], a VNF can directly access network packets in the
host kernel; thus, multiple packet copy steps across the hierarchical
layers are no longer required.
In the hypervisor layer, frequent state transitions can cause the
performance degradations of VNFs. Since VNFs necessarily require
network I/O, they frequently trigger I/O interrupts. Unfortunately,
when they trigger and receive interrupts, the state transitions of
VNFs occur, generating high overheads to manage the context
structures of VNFs. Moreover, even though a VNF is in an idle
state, a hypervisor cannot know its state until CPU resources are
allocated to the VNF. As a result, the idle state of a VNF can trigger
frequent context switches, wasting the CPU resources.
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Virtual switch layer: Virtual switches are a software layer that
resides in the host. They provide the networking connectivity for
VNFs. Similar to hardware-based switches, they also support various management interfaces and protocols (e.g., NetFlow, OpenFlow,
GRE) for dynamic network management.
In general, virtual switches are often considered as performance
bottlenecks in NFV environments since all network workloads pass
through virtual switches and their complicated packet processing
logics can cause longer delivery time than those in hardware-based
switches. Thus, if a virtual switch is not accelerated or optimized for
packet processing, it could become a bottleneck point. Due to this,
previous studies [30, 32, 51] mostly focus on reducing the network
I/O and inter-VM communication overheads.
VNF layer: Virtualized network functions (VNFs) are the implementations of network services formerly carried out by dedicated
hardware, and they are operated on virtual machines (VMs) under
control of a hypervisor. Since those are executed on x86 machines,
they can be much more flexible than hardware-based appliances.
In the case of VNFs, most performance bottlenecks are found
from less-optimized implementations for the given network environments. Before VNFs are released, developers usually optimize
them for general cases. However, it is possible that the performance
of VNFs is not maximized for certain cases.

2.2

Challenges in Existing Analysis Methods

As we noted above, there are many performance bottleneck points
in each NFV layer, and thus it is very hard for network operators
to specify which point(s) cause(s) performance bottleneck of NFV
when they face performance uncertainty. Moreover, if multiple
VNFs are correlated (i.e., service chaining), this situation is much
worse. Although they try to inspect the root causes of the problems, existing analysis methods have limitation on pointing out the
reasons due to the lack of understanding NFV environments. Here,
we elaborate on why existing analysis methods are insufficient for
the analysis of NFV environments and what makes difficult to find
the fundamental reasons of performance uncertainty of NFV.
C1) Function-specific Analysis Methods: The traditional
analysis methods can address performance issues within their local coverages. Thus, to analyze the behaviors of VNFs, network
operators need a bunch of specialized analytical tools to extract
various performance-related information. For example, network
operators need multiple monitoring tools to collect host and VNF
resource usages respectively. In depth, if they want to analyze VNFs
in a systematic way (e.g., monitoring hardware-based performance
counters or system events), they have to utilize system-wide profiling tools such as Perf [6] and Oprofile [38]. In terms of networking,
they need network utility tools (e.g., netstat) to monitor the network
statistics of each VNF. If they have the source code of VNF implementations, application profilers such as JProfiler [5] and GProf
[3] should be used to inspect the code. Unfortunately, they cannot
point out what is a fundamental performance bottleneck.
C2) Large Set of Unorganized Data: Even though network
operators collect all required features from various sources, they
need to analyze the collected data to figure out the faced problems.
In this case, according to how much accurate reasons network operators want, the amount of the data could become huge. Especially,

if they have the profile data from hardware and system events, the
size of the entire data significantly increases. In addition, VNFs are
highly related to network workloads; thus, they also need to collect
the features according to various workloads, which means that the
amount of the data would rapidly grow up and it could be beyond
their abilities. In the end, unless they have some knowledge about
how the features are correlated to each other in NFV environments,
it is hard to deal with the huge amount of the data to find the
fundamental performance issues.
C3) Hidden Correlations between VNFs: NFV environments
are composed of multiple virtualization layers. Thus, there are lots
of variable factors that internally influence on the performance of
VNFs. For instance, the overheads from external factors (e.g., privileged instruction emulation overheads in a hypervisor, network I/O
overheads in a virtual switch) are naturally involved in the processing times of VNFs. Moreover, due to the different processing and
I/O waiting times of VNFs, hardware resources can be disproportionately allocated to VNFs. As a result, some of VNFs may waste
their CPU resources for meaningless state transitions not packet
processing. Besides them, not only VNFs but also the other NFV
entities (e.g., virtual NICs at VNFs, a virtual switch, and even a
hypervisor) utilize locks for multithreading. Unfortunately, their
lock contentions significantly reduce the available processing time
for each VNF. Likewise, without the knowledge of NFV environments, network operators can miss hidden issues and make a wrong
guess. That is why we need to understand NFV environments to
manifoldly analyze the root causes of performance issues.

2.3

Motivating Examples

The key benefit of NFV environments would be the flexibility of VNF
deployments. Network operators can dynamically deploy VNFs for
specific operating requirements. However, although they deploy
VNFs with the consideration of diverse environmental conditions
(e.g., available CPU and memory resources and network loads), it is
possible that those VNFs behave unexpectedly. Here, we show some
motivating examples supporting this claim. We deploy multiple
VNFs (Suricata-IPS, NAT, Tcpdump, Firewall, Netsniffer-ng) with
different chains (will be presented in each Figure, and each legend
represents the sequence of a service chain).
Performance issue when adding more VNFs: Figure 2 illustrates the throughput variations when additional VNFs are attached
to a service chain. The throughput of the service chain {Suricata-IPS,
NAT} is saturated near by the maximum throughput of SuricataIPS. However, when Tcpdump is added into the service chain, the
throughputs of the new service chain {Tcpdump, Suricata-IPS, NAT}
suddenly decreases. More surprisingly, the Tcpdump is a passive
VNF, which means that it does not directly affect the throughput of
a service chain because a virtual switch simply delivers incoming
packets to the Suricata-IPS right after copying the packets to the
Tcpdump. In turn, it is difficult to say that the Tcpdump is a performance bottleneck with the only reason that the performance of
the service chain is dropped as soon as the Tcpdump is deployed.
In addition, it is unclear that either the Suricata-IPS or the NAT
is a bottleneck because the service chain with these VNFs previously shows reasonable throughputs. As a result, network operators
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Figure 2: Throughputs with the different number of VNFs

Figure 3: Throughputs with the different sequences of VNFs

cannot simply determine which VNF causes the performance degradation, and they eventually need the comprehensive analysis for
NFV environments to find the actual reasons.
Performance issue when changing VNF sequences: Figure
3 shows the throughput variations in different service chains with
the same VNFs. In this case, the throughputs of the service chain
{Suricata-IPS, Firewall, Netsniff-ng, NAT} are similar to those of
Suricata-IPS. However, the throughputs of the other chains significantly decrease although the only change is the sequence of VNFs.
From this fact, we may think that when the NAT is followed by the
Suricata-IPS, the overall throughputs might be affected. However,
if a network operator only sees the throughputs of one of the three
service chains, he cannot infer that the NAT or the Suricata-IPS
might be a bottleneck. Furthermore, if he knows the previous performance issue, he cannot determine which VNF (i.e., NAT or the
Suricata-IPS) may have a problem. Due to those reasons, to figure
out whether some of VNFs affect performance degradations or the
underlying infrastructure does, we need to analyze the entire NFV
environments rather than focusing on a specific case.

performance features from the NFV hierarchical stack and to extrapolate the root causes of performance uncertainties. To achieve
those goals, we first investigate the behaviors of VNFs along their
service chains in NFV environments (Section 4). With the knowledge of NFV environments, Probius collects a bunch of performance
features from VNFs and the other NFV entities (e.g., a virtual switch
and a hypervisor) by monitoring the system resources of VNFs and
tracing the behaviors of VNFs (Section 5). Then, Probius discovers performance issues and their reasons through the regression
analysis on the resource usages of VNFs and the behavior analysis
on VNF state transition graphs (Section 6). To make all analysis
procedures automated, we design an analysis framework that automatically builds all possible service chains with the given VNFs and
emulates possible network workloads based on operator-defined
configurations.

2.4

Our Approach

Our strategy to analyze performance issues in NFV environments is
four folds. First, we need to understand NFV environments as well
as the behaviors of VNFs in service chains. This gives insight into a
performance analysis methodology suitable for NFV environments.
Second, we need to build the various kinds of service chains with the
given VNFs. As shown in the previous examples, a simple sequence
change of a chain causes serious performance impacts. To consider
all possible cases in operation, we need to figure out exceptional
cases before VNFs are deployed. Third, we need comprehensive
monitoring and tracing mechanisms for both VNFs and the host.
More specifically, monitoring system resources at both VNF and
host sides allows to understand where system resources are mostly
used in the NFV hierarchical stack. Tracing the behaviors of VNFs
finds grounds to support the explanation of performance issues.
Lastly, we need a system that automatically analyzes the collected
data based on the NFV architectural characteristics and extrapolates
the root causes of performance issues with reliable evidences. We
explain the details of our system in the next section.

3

SYSTEM DESIGN

In this Section, we present Probius, an automated analysis system
to find out the reasons of performance uncertainties in NFV environments. The goals of Probius are to comprehensively extract

3.1

Probius Architecture

Figure 4 illustrates the overall architecture of Probius. It is composed
of 6 main components (a service chain builder, a VNF manager, a
workload manager, a monitor, a tracer, and a performance analyzer).
In addition, Probius requires 3 types of configurations (global, VNF,
and service chaining policies) for automation.
Service chain builder: As a first step, an operator provides
Probius configuration - global, VNF, and service chaining policies
(please see Section 3.2) - to define working environments of a target
NFV. Then, the service chain builder generates all possible service
chains based on this configuration, considering service chaining
policies (if generated service chains violate the provided service
chaining policies, they will be ignored). After the generation of
service chains, the Probius system starts to analyze each service
chain case (i.e., one of the generated service chain) by iterating the
following procedures.
VNF manager: During the iteration for each service chain, the
VNF manager generates all possible resource constraints of VNFs
based on the provided global and VNF configurations. Then, it creates VNFs with each set of resource constraints for them. While
most NFV platforms have their own VNF management functionalities, the underlying operational mechanisms are quite similar
to each other. They commonly adopt libvirt APIs [25] to manage
VNFs, and thus Probius also employs these APIs (of course, another
VNF management functions can be added to Probius).
After all resources of VNFs are configured, it creates a service
chain (i.e., selected service chain for this iteration). Each service
chain will be created by enforcing flow rules to network devices
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Figure 4: Probius architecture overview

(including virtual switches), and Probius employs a network device
management protocol (i.e., OpenFlow [41]) to flexibly create service chains. In the case of inline VNFs, the inbound and outbound
interfaces of consecutive VNFs are simply chained. Between them,
passive VNFs are additionally attached to the last chaining point
when the passive VNFs are chained. More specifically, it additionally put one or more output actions to duplicate incoming packets
for passive VNFs in the flow rule for forwarding the packets to the
next inline VNF.
Workload manager: The performance of VNFs will be highly
related to network workloads. Thus, the workload manager emulates various kinds of workloads based on the given configurations.
For this, it manages external workload emulators (i.e., a sender
and a receiver). In terms of workloads, it generates various workload combinations with the different type of protocols (e.g., TCP,
UDP) and the different amount of network volumes (e.g., 100Mbps,
1Gbps). In the case of TCP, it also configures the number of sessions
to concurrently maintain. Under various network workload specifications, it controls the workload emulators to generate diverse
network workloads flexibly.
Monitor, tracer, and performance analyzer: Using the above
components, Probius builds up the basis for the performance analysis of a service chain. Then, the monitor and the tracer start to
collect performance features (we describe the performance features
in Section 5). With those collected features, the performance analyzer produces the explanations of the discovered performance
issues during analysis. These modules will be explained more in
the following sections.

3.2

Probius Configurations

For an automated analysis of NFV environments, Probius requires
three kinds of configurations (i.e., global and VNF configurations
and service chaining policies). Here, we describe those configurations.
Global configuration: Probius requires the range of resource
constraints, and workload configurations. Resource constraints
indicate the pairs of the number of vCPUs and memory sizes. In
modern NFV platforms (e.g., OpenStack [10]), those pairs are called
as flavors. In the case of workload configurations, there are three
kinds of sub-configurations. First, it requires inbound and outbound
network interfaces to monitor the end-to-end throughput variations
of NFV environments. Then, it needs the IP addresses of workload
generators for management and data planes to control workloads
between them. Lastly, the characteristics of workloads (i.e., the

types of network protocols, the number of sessions, and the range
of network volumes) are necessary to emulate network workloads.
VNF configuration: Each VNF is defined with four parameters: type, inbound and outbound interfaces, CPU and memory
constraints, management IP address and scripts. First, the type of
a VNF is determined as either inline (e.g., IPS, NAT) or passive
(e.g., IDS). Second, inbound and outbound interfaces are used to define service chaining points to receive and forward network traffic.
Thus, inline services require both inbound and outbound interfaces
while passive services only require an inbound interface. If network operators want to restrict the range of resource constraints
against the global constraints, it is possible to refine them per VNF.
Unless the applications of VNFs are automatically executed once
their VMs are turned on, Probius manages VNFs through the given
management IP address and scripts. In the case of passive VNFs,
since they do not directly affect the performance of the following
VNFs, it is hard to measure their actual performance. Thus, the
stats script retrieves the statistics of passive VNFs from their logs
instead of simply monitoring their network statistics.
Service chaining policy: While network operators can statically make a service chain with VNFs, it is possible that they only
define the partial sequence of VNFs and the rest of VNFs could be
freely chained. Thus, Probius provides three types of policy operators to let them define basic requirements for service chaining. Then
Probius generates all possible service chains that satisfy the given
service chaining policies. Here is the description of each operator.
• AND (A & B): This operator indicates that VNF A and B
should be activated together. For example, if a network operator defines a policy {Firewall & IPS}, Probius generates
possible service chains that both VNFs are always together.
• OR (A | B): This operator is used to activate either VNF
A or VNF B. If a network operator has two kinds of IDSs
and wants to deploy one of them since those IDSs have the
same functionality, he can use this operator and let Probius
analyze service chains with VNF A and VNF B respectively.
• FOLLOW (A > B): This operator defines a policy that VNF
B should be chained after VNF A. If a network operator
wants to deploy a firewall before a virtual router in the same
service chain, he can define a policy {Firewall > vRouter}.

4

EXAMINATION OF NFV ENVIRONMENTS

The most important step of the performance analysis in NFV environments is understanding the working behavior of the NFV
architecture. For such reason, here, we examine the behaviors of
VNFs based on the correlations with a hypervisor and other VNFs
in a service chain respectively.

4.1

VNF Workflow with a Hypervisor

In general, hypervisors (e.g., Xen, KVM) provide a number of trace
points at key locations inside of them. With those trace points, we
can get a picture of how VNFs work. While there are a bunch of
trace points (e.g., 52 trace points for KVM [12]), with our careful
analysis, we realize that we can determine the core workflow of a
VNF with six trace points (i.e., scheduled in and out, load and store
the virtual machine context structure (VMCS) of a VM, enter a VM,
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exit a VM, move to the host kernel) since those trace points are
necessarily passed when the state of a VM is changed.
Figure 5 illustrates the overall workflow of a VM. As CPU resources are allocated to a VM, the vCPUs of the VM start to run
(VCPU_WAKEUP). Then, whenever a VM is activated or deactivated, its context structure (VMCS) is loaded or unloaded respectively (VMCS_MGMT). In terms of performance, the management
of the VMCS causes noticeable overheads. Then, the VM executes
the functionality of its VNF (VM_ENTRY). The time when a VM
is in this state is solely considered as the given time to the VNF. If
the VM requires some operations that need the access of memory
or I/O devices, the control flow of the VM is first moved to the
user-space of a hypervisor (VM_EXIT). Through the context of
VM_EXIT trace points, we can figure out the reasons of the exits
(e.g., EXTERNAL_INTERRUPT, IO_INSTRUCTION, and HLT). In
the case of memory operations, the control flow of the VM is mostly
returned back right after the operations are done. However, if the
required operations need privileged permissions (e.g., the access
of I/O devices), the control flow of the VM is further moved to
the kernel-space of the hypervisor (VM_USERSPACE_EXIT). Then,
the hypervisor handles the given operations for the VM. Likewise,
whenever a VM requires some privileged operations, the operations
should be passed through a long path (i.e., from a guest VM to the
kernel-space of the hypervisor), causing significant overheads due
to multiple state transitions only for a single operation. In turn,
frequent privileged operations reduce the available processing time
of the VM in the given quantum time. Once the given quantum
time to the VM is consumed, the current VMCS of the VM is stored
and the CPU resources are reallocated to another VM.
Through the workflow of a VM, we can extract four important
features. First, we can see how much time a VNF consumes its
CPU resources only for packet processing since there are many
additional steps to handle privileged operations and to manage a
VM itself. Second, we can know the reasons of VM state transitions.
This allows to understand how frequently specific operations are
triggered and how much time those operations consume. Third,
the total time that a VM consumes indicates how much resources
are allocated to a VM compared to those of other VMs. Besides
them, we can infer the processing delay of a hypervisor for specific
operations and the performance of the hardware in the host. In sum,
those features allow to understand the behaviors of both VNFs and
the underlying infrastructure in detail.

VNF Workflow in a Service Chain

In a service chain, the performance of a VNF is significantly important to the other VNFs since it can limit their maximum throughputs.
For example, if it takes a long time to process packets in a VNF,
the following VNFs could be idle during the packet processing
time of the previous VNF. Likewise, VNFs are highly dependent on
each other. However, VNFs are not the only ones that influence on
their performance. Under those VNFs, a virtual switch is actually in
charge of all packet delivery among VNFs. In turn, the performance
of a virtual switch can also influence on the performance of VNFs.
Figure 6 shows the example of a service chain with four VNFs.
From this example, we can see three possible performance problems
due to the pipelined processing. First, as we discussed before, if
the packet processing delay from the IPS is long, the following
VNFs (the Network analyzer and NAT) can be frequently in an
idle state. As a result, the overall performance of the service chain
would be saturated under that of the IPS. Second, in the view of a
virtual switch, due to the low performance of the IPS, the packets
received from the Firewall should be kept in the queues inside
of the virtual switch. In this case, it is possible that the switch
consumes more CPU resources to manage its queues than to deliver
packets to VNFs. In the worst case, if the queues in the virtual
switch are overflowed due to the slow rate of packet consumptions
by VNFs, new incoming packets are inevitably dropped, causing
the incorrect operational behaviors of VNFs. In addition, the similar
situation can happen in the VNF that shows the low performance.
When the packet buffer of the VNF becomes full, the incoming
packets have to be dropped, resulting in the same problem with
the case of the virtual switch. Third, in the case of passive VNFs,
a virtual switch duplicates incoming packets and delivers them to
both passive VNFs and the next inline VNF. Since a virtual switch is
a software implementation, the packet copy overheads (especially,
for large packets) affect the performance of the switch [29]. In turn,
the performance degradation of the switch can result in the entire
performance degradation of VNFs.
Through those possible performance problems, we can get three
meaningful features. First, the performance difference between
adjacent VNFs can be useful to narrow down the possible points
of performance issues. Second, the length of queues in a virtual
switch can be used to infer how fast each VNF processes packets
and which VNF increases the overall processing delay in a service
chain. Lastly, we can infer the packet processing load of a virtual
switch based on its CPU utilization.

5

PERFORMANCE FEATURE COLLECTION

On the basis of understanding NFV environments, we define a set of
performance features that are useful for reasoning unexpected performance issues. Then, we describe the comprehensive monitoring
and tracing mechanisms of the Probius system.
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Figure 7: Performance features

5.1

Table 1: The form of raw data classifications

VNF side:
CPU percent, CPU time (system, user times)
MEM usage, total/used mem size
Disk read/write I/O requests and bytes
Received and sent packets and bytes

Performance Features

From the analysis of NFV environments, we realize the importance
of the state transitions of VNFs and the packet processing behavior
of a virtual switch. Here, with the features discovered in Section 4,
we define a set of performance features for the NFV architecture.
Figure 7 illustrates the feature set of each layer in NFV environments. Among those features, most layers interestingly have
CPU-related metrics. However, the CPU usage of each layer has a
different meaning. For example, at the VNF side, it indicates how
much vCPU resources a VNF consumes. On the other hand, at
the VM side, it indicates how much time a VM spends for state
transitions (user time) and waits for privileged operations (system
time). Theoretically, the CPU time of a VM is considered as the
sum of the user time spent by the user space of a hypervisor (e.g.,
QEMU), the system time spent by the kernel space of a hypervisor (e.g., the KVM module), and the guest time spent by a VNF.
By extracting CPU usages in various sources, we can thus narrow
down the possible locations of performance problems. In terms of
the visibility of performance issues, the network statistics of VNFs
are the most distinguishable factors that we can easily get close to
performance issues. For example, if the throughput variation of a
hop between certain VNFs in a service chain is bigger than those
of the other hops, we can regard that the service chain may have
some performance issues and we can first look into those VNFs at
the suspicious hop during performance analysis.
Besides them, we can use several features for specific purposes.
In terms of disk performance problems, disk I/O usages at the VNF
side and the number of I/O threads at the VM side can be used as
the clues for reasoning the issues. The number of context switches
at the VM side can be used to infer the frequency of the idleness in
a VM. The total CPU usages at the host side can used to understand
how much CPU resources are used for the entire VNFs. From these,
we can make sure whether some performance degradations happen
due to the lack of system resources or not. Likewise, the features
for each layer are useful to address the possibility of performance
issues against specific NFV entities. While most features can be used
to narrow down the possible locations of performance issues, the
frequency and time of VM state transitions can be used to closely
point out the root causes of the issues by investigating how much
time VNFs are in certain states and what cause state transitions.

5.2

VNF
VNF1

Proto/BW
TCP / x

Performance feature i
Value
Stdev
y
σ

Monitoring and tracing VNFs

To monitor NFV entities including VNFs, Probius has three types
of monitors: an internal VNF monitor, an external VNF monitor,
and a host monitor. First, the internal VNF monitor collects the
features (e.g., vCPU, memory, disk, and network usages) at the VNF
side. In general, if we can monitor those features inside of a VM,
more accurate data can be retrieved. However, there are a bunch
of VNF packages [53, 58] that have their own customized operating systems in real environments; thus, we cannot apply general
analysis tools to monitor the features. For such reasons, Probius
utilizes virtualization APIs [25] that allow to extract the features
in the middle of VNFs and a hypervisor. Second, the external VNF
monitor keeps track of the features of VNFs, but it monitors them
at the host side. In the view of a host, each VNF is considered as a
single process. With this fact, it retrieves the features on the VM
processes corresponding to VNFs. Lastly, the host monitor covers
the other features for the virtual switch, hypervisor, and hardware
layers. Similar to the external VNF monitor, it also extracts the
features for those layers from the system information of the host.
While multiple monitors give an insight into the global view of
the NFV infrastructure, the VNF tracer reduces the semantic gap
between the collected features and the actual workflows of VNFs.
During the feature collection by the monitors, the VNF tracer keeps
track of the trace points of a hypervisor for each VNF. Then, it
maintains those trace points in the form of a graph. Each vertex
presents a trace point and its data, and each edge presents the pair
of {previous trace point, its data} and {current trace point, its data}
with two properties: a counter and a consuming time. In the end, the
generated graphs for VNFs are utilized in the performance analysis
discussed in the next section.

6

ANALYSIS OF PERFORMANCE ISSUES

To extract the correlations among performance features and to
provide the explanations of performance issues, the performance
analyzer conducts three major steps: prerequisite, performance
anomaly detection, and graph-based behavior analysis.

6.1

Prerequisite for Analysis

The prerequisite step is to convert raw data to the organized forms
for the performance analysis. For this, the analyzer first removes
measurement errors from the raw data and then classifies the refined data according to performance features.
In terms of measurement errors, it is possible that a measured
value could be suddenly lower or higher than the other values in
an instant when a monitor measures the value. Since that kind of
measurement errors can mislead performance issues, the analyzer
filters out them by using interquartile range (IQR), which is a simple
method to detect outliers in a dataset. After the analyzer excludes
outliers, it takes the average of the remaining values and their
standard deviation as representative values for the corresponding
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Table 2: The criteria for workflow classification
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Figure 8: Cook’s distances with 2-VNF service chains
features. As shown in Table 1, those values are classified according
to performance features for each service chain.

6.2

Performance Anomaly Detection

In general, if there is no performance anomaly, the results of most
service chains are similar to each other. With this in mind, we adopt
a regression analysis technique (i.e., Cook’s distance [27]) to find
out service chains that connote performance problems. The basic
idea is that if the collected data of a specific service chain (i.e., an
abnormal case) are added into the dataset for all service chains, the
change in slope between the original regression line and the new
regression line noticeably occurs. Thus, we can figure out the most
influential service chains (i.e., the suspects of performance issues)
among the entire service chains.
To sort out suspicious service chains, Probius calculates Cook’s
distance D of performance features for each service chain as follows.
Pn
(x i − x̄ )(yi − ȳ)
)(x i − x̄ )
(1)
ŷi = ȳ + ( i=1
Pn
2
i=1 (x i − x̄ )
where n is the number of the dataset, x i is the ith observation
point and yi is the ith observed value. x̄ and ȳ are the means of the
observation points and values respectively.
r i = yi − ŷi
− x̄ ) 2

(2)

1
(x i
+ Pn
(3)
2
n
j=1 (x j − x̄ )
where r i and hi is the redidual and leverage of the ith observation
point.
Pn
(r i − r¯) 2
MSE = i=1
(4)
(n − k − 1)
where MSE indicates the mean squared error for the given data. k
is the number of independent variables in a model; thus, k = 1 in
this model.
Pn
2
r i2
hi
j=1 (ŷ j − ŷ j (i ) )
Di =
=
(
)
(5)
(k + 1)MSE
(k + 1)MSE (1 − hi ) 2
where ŷ j (i ) is ŷ j that does not include the ith observations.
Figure 8 shows the distances (y) of the network volumes (x)
according to the final throughputs of each service chain in the 2-VNF
cases. From the distances, we can easily figure out which service
chain shows different throughputs compared to those of the other
service chains. In the same way, Probius also computes the distances
for the other features of each service chain. In the end, Probius
sorts all service chains according to the average of the computed
hi =

Interrupt

I/O operation
Idleness
N/A (not assigned)

State transitions / VM exit reasons
vCPU preemption - vCPU wakeup - VMCS load - VM entry
vCPU preemption, but VMCS unload
Userspace exit - VMCS unload
vCPU preemption - halt poll, vCPU wakeup - VM entry
VM entry - VM exit
VM exit(msr) - apic, msr - VM entry, emulate insn
VM exit(ept misconfig) - emulate insn - MMIO
- userspace exit, VMCS (un)load, VM entry
VM exit(ept violation) - page fault - VM entry
Exit reasons: MSR/APIC read, MSR/APIC write
EPT violation, EPT misconfig
VM exit - VMCS unload, vCPU preemption
Asynchronous trace points (e.g., IRQ)
Exit reasons: Pause instruction,
External interrupt, pending interrupt
Exception NMI, EOI induced
VM exit - emulate insn - userspace exit, VM entry
VM exit - PIO - userspace exit, VMCS (un)load, VM entry
Exit reasons: IO instruction
VM exit - VMCS unload, vCPU wakeup, VM entry
Exit reasons: HLT
VMCS unload - vCPU preemption

distances and regards the service chains whose distances exceed a
specific threshold as suspects. Here, we use 4/n as a threshold [24].

6.3

Behavior Analysis of Suspicious VNFs

From the previous step, Probius statistically excludes most reasonable cases and leaves a small number of service chains that need
to be deeply inspected. In this step, Probius focuses on the feature
variations and working behaviors of VNFs in each service chain.
To point out specific reasons among all possibilities, Probius takes
the results of single VNF cases as ground truths.
In terms of feature variations, when a service chain is considered
as a suspicious one, Probius compares and analyzes the data of
each VNF in the service chain with those in the ground truths. For
example, as shown in Figure 8, the service chain {Tcpdump, SuricataIPS} is regarded as a suspicious one. Thus, Probius first compares the
throughput of each VNF in the service chain with the throughput
of the VNF in the ground truths. Then, it sequentially compares
the values corresponding to performance features (e.g., CPU usage,
CPU time, and disk usage) with those in the ground truths, and
chooses suspicious features by checking if those features are within
the error boundaries (y ± 3σ where y is the representative value
and σ is its standard deviation in single VNF cases). Through the
comparative analysis, Probius extracts which performance features
are mostly changed compared to the ground truths.
As the last step, the goal of behavior analysis is to specifically
point out the reasons of performance issues. With the state transition graphs for each VNF, Probius computes how frequently each
state transition is triggered and analyzes why the state transition
happens. To narrow down the range of possible performance issues, it categorizes the state transitions of VNFs according to the
functionalities of a hypervisor. Table 2 presents the criteria for
VNF workflow classification. In terms of VNF-related operations,
Probius divides them into four categories: computation, memory
access, interrupt, and I/O operation. Those categories determine
the characteristics of VNFs. For example, if there are a bunch of VM
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Figure 9: The behavior classification of a VNF

exits due to ‘Pause instruction’, it can infer that a VNF internally
suffers severe lock contentions. If the computation time of a VNF
is close to the given time to the VNF by a hypervisor, it can infer
that the VNF is highly compute-intensive. In terms of hypervisorrelated operations, unlike a general process running on a host, there
are additionally required steps (e.g., loading the context of a VM,
switching the execution mode of a VM) to execute the functionality
of a VNF. Thus, the other categories are used to express the behaviors of a hypervisor. Since VNFs share all CPU times with each
other, Probius separately maintains the time spent for other VMs
by marking ‘N/A’ that means system resources are not assigned
to a VNF. After categorizing the state transitions for each VNF
as shown in Figure 9, Probius evaluates the portion variations for
each VNF compared to those in the ground truths. In the long run,
Probius summarizes the whole results (i.e., suspicious performance
features and their variations, the portion variations in terms of the
behaviors of VNFs) and lets network operators understand their
performance issues.

7

IMPLEMENTATION

The Probius system is implemented with 4.2KLoC in Python. In
terms of monitoring resource usages, we utilize libvirt [25] and
psutil APIs [13] to monitor them at the VNF side and the host side
respectively. In order to keep track of KVM events, we use Ftrace
[2] that is a tracing framework for the Linux kernel. Specifically, we
take the event traces (i.e., the workflows of VNFs) through Tracecmd [20] which is a front-end tool for Ftrace. For the visibility of
VNF workflow, the traced data are maintained as the forms of a
vertex and an edge by using Graph-tool [28]. Then, the collected
data from the monitor and tracer are stored in SQLite3 [16], which
is a lightweight and self-contained database engine. While Probius
uses iPerf3 [4] as the default workload generator, any traffic generators can be replaced. In order to analyze the data, we use Numpy
[9], Pandas [11], and statsmodels [17] to calculate Cook’s distances
for performance features. The source code of the Probius project
will be released at https://github.com/sdx4u/probius.

8

USE CASES

Now, we demonstrate how Probius reasons out performance issues
with various service chains. Then, we discuss the reasons of the
performance issues found from the Probius analysis.
Test environments: We use an experimental environment comprising of 3 machines to evaluate VNFs with the Probius prototype

implementation. Two systems are used for workload generation.
Each of these systems is equipped with an Intel Xeon E5-1650 CPU
processor and 16GB of RAM. The last system is used for a NFV environment with the KVM hypervisor, running an Intel Xeon E5-2630
processor with 64GB of RAM.
VNF configurations: We deploy 7 open-source VNFs widely
used for network and security services (i.e., Tcpdump [19] and
Netsniff-ng [8] traffic analyzers, iptables-based firewall and NAT
[7], a Snort IDS [14], Suricata IDS and IPS [18]). As a virtual switch
managing the connectivity among VNFs, we use Open vSwitch
v2.0.2 [47]. In terms of configurations, we basically use their default
configurations with minor changes. For the firewall case, we insert
100 rules (randomly generated 99 unmatched rules and a matched
rule for workloads sequentially). We set a NAT environment using
the MASQUERADE function. In the case of the Snort IDS, we use
the official rules for Snort 2.9 [15] (4K TCP rules). For the Suricata
IDS and IPS, we use the Emerging Threats Open rulesets [1] (4K
TCP rules) and execute them as AF_PACKET run-modes. Lastly,
we use default configurations for Tcpdump and Netsniff-ng.

8.1

VNF analysis

To get the ground truths for further analysis, Probius first analyzes
each VNF. Here, we describe the noticeable results in single VNFs.
The characteristics of VNFs: With Probius, we can easily
draw the overall resource usages of VNFs, and determine their
characteristics. As shown in Figure 10-12, most VNFs show their
throughputs as high as the hardware limitation (i.e., 1Gbps) with
2 vCPUs while Snort-IDS and Suricata-IDS show their maximum
throughputs (763.2, 753.4 Mbps respectively) with 4 vCPUs. Unlike
those VNFs, the throughput of Suricata-IPS is saturated at 489.2
Mbps even though the Suricata-IDS and the Suricata-IPS have the
almost same functionalities (we discuss this reason later). In terms
of memory usages, NAT and Firewall consume 8.74%, and Snort-IDS
and Suricata-IDS/IPS utilize 12.92% of the given memory (i.e., 4GB).
On the other hand, the memory usages of Tcpdump and Netsniff-ng
keep increasing (up to 72.2% for Netsniff-ng, 44.6% for Tcpdump)
as incoming network volumes increase. Their disk I/O usages also
have similar trends while the other VNFs barely trigger disk I/O.
From the results, we can conclude that Tcpdump and Netsniffng have disk I/O intensive tasks, and Snort and Suricata show
CPU intensive characteristics. Firewall and NAT are network I/O
intensive VNFs.
The hidden CPU consumptions of VNFs: In general, most
monitoring systems focus on VNFs themselves. However, with our
careful analysis, we realize that there are several processes (e.g.,
vhosts) that support VNFs outsides of them. For example, vhosts
are created as many as the number of network interfaces in VNFs.
However, none of current monitoring systems cumulate the CPU
usages of those processes when they monitor VNFs. That is because
they monitor the resource usages of VNFs by observing those of VM
processes or collecting them through virtualization APIs. Figure
13 shows CPU usages and extra CPU usages for each VNF. In the
case of inline VNFs, they have inbound and outbound interfaces;
thus, they mostly have doubled extra CPU usages compared to
passive VNFs. While the extra CPU usages of each VNF might be
small compared to the original CPU usages, the cumulated extra
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CPU usages for all VNFs could be higher than that of a single VNF.
Thus, those extra CPU usages could be a critical factor when the
resource usages of VNFs are used as the guideline for VNF resource
allocation or auto scaling.
The performance inversions with different NICs: In NFV
environments, the VirtIO driver is used as the default network driver
since it can directly access network packets in the host kernel. Thus,
with VirtIO NICs, most VNFs show high throughputs. However,
Suricata-IPS shows much lower performance than the others.
To see the reasons of the performance degradation, we look
into the state transitions and VM exit reasons of Suricata-IPS and
NAT for comparison. In terms of time consumption, Suricata-IPS
(0.078/s for computation, 0.29/s in total) has slightly more time
than NAT (0.032/s for computation, 0.22/s in total). They mostly
consume their time for state transitions due to idleness (0.11/s
in Suricata-IPS, 0.16/s in NAT). However, as shown in Figure 15,
Suricata-IPS triggers doubled I/O instructions (0.019/s) compared to
those (0.001/s) of NAT and those I/O instructions eventually cause
the hard switches of the Suricata-IPS. On the other hand, when we
change their drivers to Intel E1000, the throughput of Suricata-IPS
highly increases up to 780.3 Mbps, but the throughput of NAT suddenly decreases under 575.4 Mbps. In terms of time consumption,
Suricata-IPS (0.76/s) has much more time than the case with the
VirtIO driver although NAT has a similar time (0.21/s) with the
previous case. With the new driver, the time for hard switches in
Suricata-IPS decreases (-65%), resulting in the throughput improvement, but the time for soft switches in NAT increases (+43%) while
the time for hard switches is almost the same (+1.6%).
In sum, the reason of the performance degradation in SuricataIPS is that Suricata-IPS consumes the large amount of CPU resources for I/O operations to send out packets rather than processing packets. In terms of performance inversions, the hard switch
overheads of Suricata-IPS are significantly reduced by switching
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virtual NIC drivers; thus, Suricata-IPS can process more packets. In
contrast, NAT with the E1000 driver uses more CPU resources than
that with the VirtIO driver for state transitions. As a result, those
state transitions unfortunately result in performance loss.

8.2

Service chain analysis

Even though single VNFs show high throughputs, it is possible
that some of VNFs in the same service chain can cause resource
contentions with each other. In addition, the operations of VNFs
could influence on the throughputs of the subsequent VNFs. Here,
we confirm those possibilities with actual cases.
The context switch overheads of VNFs: In NFV environments, context switches require a large amount of time due to
loading and unloading the context structures of VMs. Thus, when
the control flows of VNFs are moved to the host and moved back
in VNFs, unnecessary CPU resources are consumed. Unfortunately,
the idleness of a VNF triggers a bunch of context switches. Figure 16
shows the CPU usages of Tcpdump in two different service chains:
{Tcpdump, NAT} and {Tcpdump, Suricata-IPS}. Unlike the former
case, even though the input volumes (i.e., 200 and 400 Mbps) are low,
the CPU usages of Tcpdump in the latter case are similar to those
with the higher network volumes. By looking the analysis results
(Figure 17), we realize that when Tcpdump runs with Suricata-IPS,
it frequently becomes in an idle state; thus, unnecessary CPU consumption significantly increases its CPU usages.
The adverse effect between VNFs: From Figure 2 in Section
2.3, we find that the throughput of the service chain {Tcpdump,
Suricata-IPS, NAT} suddenly decreases compared to that of the
service chain {Suricata-IPS, NAT}. To figure out the reasons of this
performance degradation, we see the state transitions and VM exit
reasons of both service chains. In terms of time consumption, a
hypervisor fairly distributes time to all VNFs. However, in terms
of their computation times, the times for Suricata-IPS and NAT
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decrease by 61% and 28.1% respectively when the Tcpdump is added
into the service chain. In addition, when we see the VM exit reasons
as shown in Figure 18, the portion of I/O instructions and MSR
operations in Suricata-IPS (3-VNFs) are reduced by 55.5% and 85.6%
respectively compared to those in the Suricata-IPS (2-VNFs). The
portion of I/O instructions in NAT (3-VNFs) is also reduced by 82.2%,
but the idleness of the NAT (3-VNFs) increases by 134%.
Based on those facts, as soon as the Tcpdump is added to the
service chain, the other VNFs face I/O contentions and those contentions significantly drops the overall throughputs of the new
service chain. However, it does not mean that one of the VNFs is a
bottleneck since the Tcpdump triggers some overheads to the other
VNFs. As a result, the performance degradation comes from the I/O
bottleneck in the underlying infrastructure.
The importance of chaining orders: As shown in Figure 3,
we find that the throughputs of service chains can be changed according to the sequence of VNFs. Here, we identify the reasons
of the performance variations with two service chains: {SuricataIPS,Firewall,Netsniff-ng,NAT} as a normal case and {Netsniff-ng,NAT,
Suricata-IPS,Firewall} as a problematic case.
Figure 19 and 20 present the behavior classification results of the
normal and problematic service chains respectively. In the normal
case, all VNFs have similar time (0.24/s on average) to execute their
functionalities. In contrast, the NAT in the problematic service
chain only has 0.16/s and the other VNFs have a little bit more time
(0.26/s on average) than the NAT. The reason that the NAT has
less time than the others is due to frequent hard switches for I/O
operations. The NAT triggers hard switches for 18.6 times in the
normal case but 785.9 times in the problematic case. While the time
to handle hard switches is relatively smaller than the times for the
other categories, they significantly reduce the available time for the
NAT. Similarly, the hard switches of the Netsniff-ng increase from
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19.4 to 900.7 times and this situation could be found in its system
time (0.77 in the normal case, but 1.45 in the problematic case).
In turn, the resource contentions between the Netsniff-ng and
the NAT trigger the overall performance degradation. Here, the
reason that the normal service chain shows higher throughputs is
due to the low throughput of the Suricata-IPS. Since the SuricataIPS sends out incoming packets at the beginning with a low speed,
it could naturally control the I/O contentions of the following VNFs.
This trend could be found in the other service chains as well.
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SYSTEM EVALUATION

In this section, we evaluate the overheads caused by the Probius
system. For this, we divide the whole analysis processes into four
steps: VNF setup, feature collection, raw data conversion, and analysis. The VNF setup includes VNF resource allocations, service chain
creations, and workload generations. The feature collection indicates the step to monitor and trace VNFs. In terms of performance
analysis, we measure the CPU usages for the prerequisite step (i.e.,
raw data conversion) and the actual analysis step separately.
Figure 21 shows how much CPU resources each step consumes.
Among the major steps, the CPU usage for the VNF setup is negligible (0.76% on average). Similar to the VNF setup, the collection
step consumes 8.83% of CPU resources on average that is only a
small portion against the entire CPU resources (2,000% in our test
environment with 20 cores). While Probius monitors the resource
usages of VNFs per second, the measured CPU consumptions are
higher than what we expected. With our careful analysis, we realize
that Probius monitors the resource usages of VNFs by creating two
monitoring threads (one for the VNF-side and the other for the
host-side) of each VNF for every second. Thus, Probius consumes
CPU resources due to managing the monitoring threads rather than
monitoring VNFs. The raw data conversion shows the highest CPU
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consumption (81.9% on average). This is because the amount of the
raw data is huge and the jobs to convert the raw data to our classified forms for analysis are highly CPU-intensive. The last step (i.e.,
the VNF analysis step) shows 52.6% CPU consumption on average.
During this step, most CPU consumptions come from the query
overheads to access the Probius database. In turn, the raw data
conversion and analysis steps show relatively higher CPU usages
than the others. However, those steps could be done outside of the
host. Therefore, each step requires less than 100% CPU resources,
which means a single CPU is enough to handle the Probius system.
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RELATED WORK

NFV Performance Optimization: There are a number of studies
tackling the performance problems in NFV environments. In terms
of inter-VM communications, NetVM [32, 61] provides zero-copy
packet delivery across a chain of VNFs through its shared memory
architecture. Similarly, xOMB [21], CoMb [56] focus on flexible
management of networks and high-speed packet forwarding. In the
case of ClickOS [40], it is designed for a high-performance virtualized middlebox platform while reducing VM instantiation times
on Click modular router [36]. FreeFlow [60] improves the network
performance of containers by making a hole (i.e., shared memory,
RDMA) between trusted containers. Besides the optimization of
NFV platforms, high-performance network I/O engines such as
Netmap [50], DPDK [33], and PF_RING [45] are widely used to
boost up NFV performance by providing direct access to the ring
buffers in a NIC, using custom network drivers. While those studies
highly improve the NFV performance, traditional hypervisors (e.g.,
KVM, Xen) and software switches (e.g., Open vSwitch) are still
widely used in real NFV environments; thus, network operators
unfortunately suffer various performance issues.
System-wide VNF analysis: Xenoprof [31] is a system-wide
profiler targeting virtual machines for the Xen hypervisor [23].
To extract the profiling events in guest VMs, it deploys the modified Oprofile [38] into the guest VMs and takes the event samples
through hypercalls. Perfctr-Xen [44] is another profiler for the Xen
hypervisor. The key idea of Perfctr-Xen is to directly access hardware performance counters in guest VMs by installing a hypervisor
driver and a guest kernel driver. Linux perf [6] is recently extended
to profile VMs running in the KVM hypervisor by extracting event
samples from guest VMs through their virtual CPU states. Although
those tools allow network operators to investigate their VNFs in
depth, they severely cause the high CPU overheads to extract hardware events. For such reasons, Probius utilizes kernel-level trace
points, which is much lighter than hardware-based performance
counters. As a result, Probius can analyze VNFs without additional
performance degradations of VNFs.
Inter-VM Performance Interference: In terms of the performance interference analysis between VMs, Koh et al. [35] study the
effects of inter-VM interference by collecting the runtime performance characteristics of the different types of Linux applications.
In contrast, Pu et al. [48] focus on a dedicated performance interference on network I/O running in separate VMs. Similarly, Mei
et al. [42] show the performance study of network I/O workloads
in a virtualized cloud environment. While previous studies mostly
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concentrate on the phenomenon of VMs in terms of performance,
they could not look into the reasons of the phenomenon. In fact, our
work covers the previous studies and even discovers the reasons of
performance issues in depth.
Network-wide VNF analysis: So far, there are a few studies
[39, 43, 52] aiming at analyzing VNFs to figure out performance
issues in NFV environments. In the case of NFVPerf [43], it monitors the network statistics among VNFs and finds a bottleneck
point in a service chain. For this, it sniffs packets on all inter-VM
communication paths and computes per-hop throughputs and delays. M. Peuster et al. [39] analyze the performance behavior of
VNFs by monitoring the throughput changes according to different
resource restrictions. Unfortunately, those studies only detect some
abnormal behaviors, they cannot explain the reasons of the behaviors. In terms of scaling and resource allocations, several studies
(e.g., NFV-Vital [26], Sandpiper [59], CloudScale [57]) specifically
monitor the utilization of multiple hardware resources. However,
their views are highly limited to application-related metrics. On the
other hand, the goal of the Probius system is to provide the comprehensive view of VNFs and service chains with the NFV architectural
characteristics. Thus, not only can Probius point out the suspects
of performance issues, but also it can explain the reasons of the
performance issues in the comprehensive view of VNFs and their
service chains on the basis of NFV architectural characteristics.
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CONCLUSION

While previous studies have significantly improved the performance of NFV environments, network operators still face unexpected performance issues - performance uncertainty. In this work,
we introduce Probius, a performance analysis system that automatically extracts all meaningful performance features from the NFV
architecture, and discovers the reasons of performance problems.
For this, Probius collects specific features from all NFV entities
and sorts out performance anomaly through statistical regression
approaches. To point out the root causes of the problems, it newly
adopts the behavior analysis of VNFs on the basis of the NFV architectural characteristics. To show its practicality, we utilize Probius
to analyze the various kinds of service chains with 7 open-source
VNFs. From the analysis results, we could find several interesting
performance issues caused by the NFV environmental factors according to what kinds of VNFs are deployed and how VNFs are
chained. We believe that the Probius system would be greatly helpful for network operators to understand performance issues in real
NFV environments.
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